‘SEDUCTIVE SURFACES-PAINTING WITH PASSION!

Award-winning International artist/tutor Georgia
Mansur grew up in California, moved to Australia in
1984, and now lives on her family’s vineyard in

CREATIVITY/ MIXED MEDIA
WORKSHOP

Mudgee, NSW, Australia. She is experienced in all
media and has a particular passion for painting en
plein air. As a teacher, her positive approach and
friendly

manner

ensures

every

student

WITH AUSTRALIAN ARTIST &

feels

INTERNATIONAL TUTOR

comfortable, whether they are a raw beginner or
seasoned professional artist.
Georgia

will

demonstrate

exciting

‘seductive

surfaces’ and mixed media techniques, guiding

GEORGIA MANSUR
‘Hawkesbury Reflections’

students with their own subject matter and vision to
create truly unique and personal works of art. Many
students say after working with Georgia they have
reconnected to their ‘playful creative child’ that has
been dormant for many years. For some it is a life
changing experience that impacts into other areas of
their life and regular work, shaking loose some long
held beliefs about themselves and their artistic
abilities.
She says: “I love to see my students producing the
beautiful

work

that

comes

from

a

good

understanding of the foundations and concepts
necessary for painting success. Learning to see ‘as
an artist sees’, interpreting and simplifying the
complexity of subjects, through use of colour,
texture and design whilst incorporating intuitive
right brain skills increases their painting skills
exponentially. More importantly, students are having
good, messy FUN~

something we don’t make the

time to do nearly enough!

‘Rock My World’

Bookings: mitahigton@sky.com
Please check out Georgia's website:
www.georgiamansur.com

‘Golden Trees’

STRADBROKE COMMUNITY CENTRE
SUFFOLK, UK

ç

13/14 JUNE 2012
9am to 4pm
Cost: £30/day per student plus £15 for materials to be supplied by the tutor. Alternatively,
students can provide their own materials as per the list provided.

‘Along Coolah Road’

‘Into the Shadows’

This workshop will offer you the
opportunity to explore mixed media in
a sensory way by 'dipping a toe into
your personal river' of rich life
experiences, memories and imagery to
express yourself through creative
experimentation. Using a wide range
of prepared surfaces and materials
combining acrylics, gels, pastes, digital
grounds, fabric, fibre and other items
to create hands-on (and like LIFE,
sometimes messy) expressive pieces of
art ~ depicting simple but powerful
messages drawn from the endless
range of human emotions.
The most powerful art touches people
on an emotional level and this
workshop will give you the tools to
access that power to express it
through your work. Even if you are
not a mixed media artist, this ‘right

‘Reflecting Pond’

brain’, liberating experience will
create a new pathway for selfexpression that will transfer into your
other work. Themes might include
(but are not limited to) water, flora &
fauna or the human form ~ your
imagination and personal life
experience will play a big part in your
subject matter.
This workshop will help you connect
to your creative voice with passion,
make a statement, and communicate it
through your art. Be prepared to push
yourself out of your comfort zone,
loosen up and get messy! You will
have some exciting pieces of original
art to take home and new tools to help
you continue on your artistic journey.
Open to allcomers 16years and over~
no experience necessary, Beginners
welcome!

*Georgia is a certified Golden International Artist Educator.

